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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.5-rev24
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.5-rev20
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6029.

OXUIB-973 Calendar entries shorter than 1 hour, which straddle an hour, are truncated
when printed
Wrong calculation of end time slot (was not based of endtime, but starttime and length).
This has been solved by fixing calculation of endtime slot so the slot that contains the end time is
included correctly.
OXUIB-957 Notifications for mails from external accounts
It was not possible to receive notifications for external mail accounts.
This has been solved by implementing check for external inboxes. Note: This is done via periodic
requests and not via sockets, since there is no MW support for this. Implemented a feature switch
for this so the current behavior does not change for customers that don’t want this.
io.ox/mail//notificationsForExternalInboxes default is false.
MWB-1232 Increased threads since update
Repeatedly loading of resource files for JavaMail providers and address map.
Solution: Cache loaded resource files for JavaMail providers and address map (reset cache on
reloadconfiguration).
OXUIB-952 Account recover dialog can be opened manually
Was causee by an obsolete ui artefact.
This has been fixed by removing whole part on accounts settings pane.
MWB-1150 ’Edit copy’ functionality does not correctly duplicate drivemail folder/attachment
Stored draft message is kept messing up Drive Mail folder when multiple versions are sent.
Solution: Manage a separate Drive folder in case new composition space has shared attachments
enabled and has been spawned via ”Edit copy”.
MWB-1147 Compose starting from saved draft containing attachments does not have attachment size information
Size information not propagated.
Orderly advertise size of attachments when opening a composition space for a forward.
MWB-1240 Drive shares loosing permissions
Was caused by a caching problem on permission rollback, warning contained in response not displayed.
Fixed caching problem and changed warning in response to error.
MWB-1220 500 internal server error(s) for one dedicated EAS Account
In case a calendar user appears multiple times in the attendee lineup, a folder existence check may
fail due to selecting the false one.
This has been solved by considering further alternatives when checking if event is rendered in folder
or not.
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3.1

Changes relevant for Operators
Changes of Configuration Files

Change #SCR-932 New Setting for external mail notifications
We introduced a new setting. With this setting you can enable desktop notifications for new mails
for external mail accounts.
"io.ox/mail//notificationsForExternalInboxes" (default: false) If you want to enable desktop notifications set this setting to true. We did not want to change the default behavior for all users
in a bugfix so the default is set to false.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-973, OXUIB-957, MWB-1232, OXUIB-952, MWB-1150, MWB-1147, MWB-1240, MWB-1220,
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